EXECUTIVE PORTRAIT
SUGGESTIONS
CHOOSE AN OUTFIT THAT YOU WOULD WEAR WHEN MEETING ONE OF YOUR BEST CLIENTS.
Dress in the fashion that you feel best represents both you and your company. Conservative
clothing will flatter your face. Mid-range and darker, solid colors such as blue, brown, gray, red,
green are best for both men and women. Avoid busy patterns, large amounts of white, and very
bright colors. You want to draw attention to your face and use your clothing as a frame.
Simple, classic styles will not look dated as styles change. Suits tailored from structured fabrics
such as wool and linen work well. Single-breasted suits or jackets tend to lay better when you
are sitting for a portrait. Watch out for fabrics that wrinkle badly.
MEN: A good fit is important for your suit and shirt. The camera will show if your clothing is
either too tight or drapes poorly on your body. If you have an afternoon appointment, you may
want to consider bringing a fresh shirt to wear. If you choose a more casual portrait, consider
wearing a blazer or a sweater over a button-down shirt. For a no-jacket casual look, bring
colored shirts - ideally darker than your skin tone. Remember that white or light pastel shirts
worn by themselves could look washed out and draw attention away from your face.
WOMEN: Metal jewelry works well. Necklaces should be short and go with the neckline of the
blouse. Earrings need to separate from hair. Pins can be attractive but need to be fairly large to
show up in print. Women with long hair should choose a jacket that is a different tone from their
hair; otherwise the hair and jacket tend to run together when the photo is printed.
DO I NEED TO DO ANY SPECIAL GROOMING?
You want to look your best, so pay a little extra attention to your grooming before your portrait
session. If you need a fresh haircut, have it done about a week ahead. Facial shine is detrimental
to a great portrait. If your skin is oily, shiny, or perspires heavily, you should dust it lightly with
cosmetic powder. Be sure and get plenty of sleep to minimize dark circles under the eyes.
MEN: If you have an afternoon appointment and a heavy beard, you may want to shave mid-day
to avoid the “five o’clock shadow” look. If you wear a beard or mustache, they should be neatly
trimmed.
WOMEN: Wear your normal makeup and lipstick. Even if you prefer a natural look, a good
foundation can smooth out skin tones, and a little lipstick and mascara can bring out your
features.
WHAT ABOUT GLASSES?
If you normally wear glasses, they should be part of your portrait. We control the reflections by
controlling angles and posing so do not be afraid to wear your glasses.
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